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$0. INTRODUCTION 
THIS work forms part of our on-going effort to classify the set of concordance classes of 
links.RecallthatalinkL= (K,,. . . ,K,}inS “+’ is a locally flat piecewise-linear, oriented 
submanifold of S”+2 of which each component Ki is homeomorphic to S”. The exterior 
E(L) of a link L is the closure of the complement of a small regular neighborhood N(L) of L. 
A longitude of a component Ki is a parallel of Ki lying on the boundary of the tubular 
neighborhood (untwisted if n = 1). A meridian pi is a path from a basepoint to JN(L) which 
traverses a fiber of 8N(L) and returns. A Seifert Surface for Ki is a connected, compact, 
oriented, (n + 1)-manifold K E E(L) such that aK is a longitude of Ki. Links Lo, L1 are 
concordant (or cobordant) if there is a smooth, oriented submanifold C = {C,, . . . , C,} of 
S n+2 x [0, l] which meets the boundary transversely in X, is piecewise-linearly homeomor- 
phic to L,, x [0, 11, and meets Sn+2 x {i} in Li for i = 0, 1. In the mid-603 M. Kervaire and J. 
Levine gave an algebraic classification of knot concordance groups (m = 1) in high dimen- 
sions (n > 1) [l]. For even n these are trivial and for odd n they are infinitely generated, 
being isomorphic to certain Witt groups obtained from information garnered from the 
Seifert surface. 
Extending Levine’s knot cobordism classification to links is difficult for several reasons. 
Firstly, if m > 1, the natural operation of connected-sum is not well-defined on concordance 
classes so there is no obvious group structure. Secondly, the Seifert surfaces for different 
components of a link may intersect, obstructing at least the naive generalization of the 
Seifert form information. 
However, the techniques do extend well to the class of boundary links. A boundary link is 
one which admits a collection of m disjoint Seifert surfaces, one for each component. In fact, 
S. Cappell and J. Shaneson classified boundary links modulo boundary link cobordism in 
1980 using their homology surgery groups, followed later by Ki Ko and W. Mio who 
accomplished this via Seifert surfaces [2-41. A boundary link cobordism is a cobordism 
C between Lo and L1 for which there exist disjointly embedded 2n-manifolds 
IV= {IV,, . . . , ZVm) in E(C) such that IVn(S”+2 x {i}) is a system of Seifert surfaces for 
the boundary link Li, i = 0, 1, and such that 
@iV(C), IV n aN(c))E(alv(L,) X [O, 11, (IVn lvv(Lo)) X [O, 11) 
These successes focussed intense scrutiny on the question of whether or not every link were 
concordant to a boundary link (if n = 1, Milnor’s j%invariants were known obstructions). If 
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this had been the case, the concordance classification of links (at least if n > 1) would have 
been almost complete. 
Unfortunately the situation was not so simple. In 1989 the present authors defined new 
invariants which showed that many odd-dimensional homology boundary links are not 
concordant to any boundary link [S, 61. This development focussed attention on the 
previously obscure class of homology boundary links, first defined by N. Smythe in 1965 
[7]. To define a homology boundary link, let us first define a more general notion of Seifert 
surface which we use for the remainder of this paper. Let F be the free group on m letters 
{pi}. Consider the subset of F” consisting of those (wr, . . . , w,,,} for which Wi = xi in the 
abelianization and for which {w r, . . . , w,} normally generates the free group. Consider the 
equivalence relation on this subset where (w,, . . . , w,) - (w;, . , wk) if and only if there 
are elements ViEF and an automorphism 4 of F such that w; = 4(qiWi Y/-‘) for all i. An 
element (wr,. . . , w,) of this set of equivalence classes is called a pattern P. A system of 
Seifevt surfaces of pattern P for L is a collection V = { VI, . . , If,,,} of pairwise-disjoint, 
connected, compact, oriented, (n + 1)-dimensional submanifolds of E(L) such that av, 
consists of a union of longitudes (up to orientation) of various Kj in such a way that if one 
traverses pi and “reads out” Xj (or x,7 ‘) as one transversely encounters J” (or - I”), then 
one spells out the word wi and such that the homomorphism 4: TC,(E(L)) + F associated to 
the system (by the Thorn--Pontryagin construction mapping E(L) to a wedge of m circles [3; 
2.11) is surjective. An homology boundary link of m components with pattern P may then be 
defined as one which possesses such a system of Seifert surfaces. In [S] it is shown that the 
pattern is an invariant of the isotopy class of L. Boundary links are, of course, those with 
pattern (x,, . . . , x,). Therefore, a homology boundary link is seen to be a sort of “alge- 
braic” boundary link since 8v is homologous to a single longitude of Ki. The class of 
homology boundary links first received attention (from the point of view of link concord- 
ance) when the first author observed in [9, lo] that fusions of boundary links gave examples 
of non-boundary, non-ribbon links with vanishing Milnor’s fi-invariants and that these 
were in fact sublinks of homology boundary links. Confirmation that sublinks of homology 
boundary links was the correct class upon which to focus study was provided by [S], [l l] 
and [12] where it was shown that, the classes of sublinks of homology boundary links and 
fusions of boundary links are identical up to concordance, and that the vanishing of Jean Le 
Dimet’s homotopy invariant of (disk link) concordance was essentially equivalent to being 
concordant to a sublink of a homology boundary link. This culminated in the above- 
mentioned result of the authors that, in fact, many homology boundary links are not 
concordant to boundary links. It is unknown whether or not every link (with vanishing 
fi-invariants if n = 1) is concordant to a homology boundary link. Therefore, we turn to the 
project of classifying concordance classes of homology boundary links. 
Recall that there were two ingredients to the invariants of [S, 63. The first was “complex- 
ity” which was there explained to be purely a function of the pattern P. The second was 
a function of the universal Blanchfield form B of the homology boundary link, which may 
also be viewed in terms of “cobordism classes of Seifert matrices”. The primary aim of this 
paper is to show that any such pair (P, B) may be realized by an explicit geometric 
construction. An important secondary goal is to classify homology boundary links modulo 
a suitable cobordism relation. 
Recall the group G(m, E) of cobordism classes ofSei$ert matrices of type (m, e) defined as in 
[3; $31. If (L, Y”) is an m-component link in S2y+‘, q > 1, with system -tr with pattern P then 
one can associate to (L, V”) an element of G(m, (- 1)4) by taking the “Seifert form ” 
f&A-f) 
-x 
ff,V’) 
(torsion (torsion) 
2 Z given by 0(x, y) = Ik(x, y+). If q = 1 we must consider 
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H,(V)/H,(8V) instead of H,(V) and the restriction on the pattern (wi, . . , w,) guarantees 
that 8 descend to a form on the quotient. Note that 19 can be defined from any set of disjoint 
codimension-2 oriented submanifolds of S zq+ ’ each component of which is labeled by an 
element of (1,. . . , m), as long as, when q = 1 the boundaries of the surfaces have zero 
linking numbers with all elements of H,(Y). 
Specifically, our main theorem will be a stronger form of the following. 
THEOREM 3.6. Given any pattern P, any q > 1 and a~ G(m, (- 1)4), there is an m- 
component homology boundary link in S24f1 with system of Seifert surfaces of pattern P and 
Seifert form equivalent to a. (if q = 2, a must lie in the index 2” subgroup of G(m, 1) described 
by [3] to account for Rochlin’s theorem). 
In [S] it was shown how to construct a link with arbitrary P and a r0 (actually a ribbon 
link) although it would be nice to have a more constructive algorithm. At the other extreme, 
it is relatively easy to construct a boundary link with P = (x,, . . , x,) and arbitrary a (see 
Theorem 3.4 of [3] for a proof generalizing Seifert’s proof for q = 1). The general idea of 
Seifert’s method (for q = 1) is that, given a Seifert matrix A = (aij) of type (m, E) one can take 
m disjoint wedges of appropriate numbers of circles and modify them so that the linking 
number between the ith circle and jth circle is aij. Then one can “thicken” the wedges of 
circles to create punctured surfaces in such a way that the “self-linking” of the ith circle is aii. 
These will be the Seifert surfaces of a boundary link whose Seifert matrix is A with respect to 
those surfaces. This procedure always produces a boundary link (as opposed to an arbitrary 
homology boundary link). No such simple-minded procedure has been found for homology 
boundary iinks. 
Theorem 3.6 will be a corollary of a new and interesting construction for links that is 
useful in creating homology boundary links with prescribed properties. This method was 
employed in [6] to generate examples. On the other hand, our work will be helpful in 
calculation as well, since many examples in knot theory consist of a simple knot or link with 
some bands of its Seifert surface tied into knots. Therefore, the Seifert forms of such links are 
easily computed by our techniques. 
We also recover a classification theorem for homology boundary links which parallels the 
classification theorem for boundary links but is much more complicated. Unlike boundary 
links, the set of homology boundary links is not closed under connected sum. Consequently 
we fix the pattern P and consider only those homology boundary links with pattern P. Just 
as in [3], we must consider pairs (L, V) where L is such an homology boundary link in 
Szq+ ’ and V is a system of Seifert surfaces for L. However, for homology boundary links we 
must narrow our focus further by only considering Y whose surfaces meet the link 
components in a fixed combinatorial scheme S. For any pattern P many schemes are 
possible, and only links with identical schemes may be summed in such a way that their 
Seifert forms also naively sum. We define the set of scheme cobordism classes, C(m, q, S), of 
such pairs where two are scheme-cobordant if there is a concordance between the links and 
an embedded cobordism between the Seifert surface systems, that preserves the scheme (is 
a product on its boundary). We show in 95 that C(m, q, S) is naturally a group isomorphic 
to G(m, (- I)“), if q > 1, where this isomorphism is given by the Seifert form. We also 
interpret this as a relative L-group and a r-group by using the Blanchfield form. This much 
is perfectly analogous to the previous work on boundary links. 
When we analyze the effect on the Seifert form of changing -Y- for a fixed L, we begin to 
see some surprising complications in the case of general homology boundary links of 
pattern P. In 97 we define two such links L, L’ to be homology-boundary-link-concordant if 
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they are concordant in such a way that for some Y, V’“’ the pairs (L, “Y), (L, V’) are scheme- 
cobordant. The set of these equivalence classes is denoted .9’(m, q, P). We then analyze this 
set and find that: 
THEOREM 6.3. For any$xed pattern P and any representative (wl,. . . , w,) of P, this is 
a bijection & Y(m, q, P) + G(m,( - l)q)/Aut,iF given by taking the Seifertform of a system of 
Setjert surfaces with scheme S = (wl, . . , w,). Similarly, the Blanchjield form induces a bijec- 
tion B: 9(m, q, P) -+ L(- ‘)‘+I (Z[F], X)/Au&, F. Here Aut,, F is the subgroup of automor- 
phisms of the free group which send Wi to a conjugate Of wi (the actions are given in 3.4 and 4.5). 
(If q = 2 we need to take certain index 2” subgroups to account for Rochlin’s theorem). 
A very surprising aspect of 6.3 is that Y(m, q, P) depends on P [whereas C(m, q, S) is 
independent of S]! A translation of 6.3 in terms of r-groups yields the following. 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose q > 2. For any fixed pattern P and any representative 
(WI,. . > w,) of P, there are functions F2q+2(ZF + Z)/Aut,, FAg(m, q, P) AL zq+l(F) 
such that II is surjective and ds is an injection with image n- ’ (0). (Here F is the gamma group 
modulo the image of ~52~~2). 
Finally, in 97, we discuss the analogues in the case of links in ZP-homology spheres to 
establish some claims made in [S, 61. 
§ 1. GENERALIZED BASINGS AND TANGLE SUMS 
The method of construction we shall presently detail is perhaps best described as an 
“action” of the set of boundary links on the set of homology boundary links with pattern P. 
There are actually many actions depending on various initial data. Given a homology 
boundary link L, and a sort of generalized basing which effectively decomposes L into two 
tangles, one of which is trivial; we “act” on L by removing the trivial tangle and inserting 
a boundary disk link (suitably modified for this purpose). To be more specific, we need to set 
up some notation. 
Dejinition. A generalized basing b of a link L is an embedding b of the 2-disk A = I x I 
into S”+2 such that, with regard to the subdivision of the 2-disk shown in Fig. 1. 
(i) b is transverse to L 
(ii) (image b) n L lies interior to U”= 1 Ai along the line b(l x {l/2}). 
NOW suppose Ai n L is {Ki,, . . . , Kin,} n Ai reading left to right. Then this will be called 
a generalized basing of type (b,, . . , bk} where bi = xi’ ‘. , . x,’ ’ and the plus sign is used if 
Ki, n A is + 1. Note that a basing of type (x1,. . . , x,) is the usual (strong) basing that 
decomposes L as the closure of a disk link. Also note that it is not necessary that k = m. 
A generalized basing of L may be slightly thickened to given an embedding of 
A x D” = I x I x D” whose intersection with L is the product (L n A) x D”. Therefore, b indu- 
ces a “tangle” decomposition of L along a(1 x I x D”), one “summand” of which is a stan- 
dard trivial disk link of type (b,, . . . , bk). Since a “strand” of one of these tangles inherits 
a label i if it was part of the ith component knot of L, these tangles are unusual as ordered 
links in that the set of strands labelled i may be disconnected. 
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Fig. 1 
Suppose L and L’ are endowed with basings b, b’ of the same type. Then we can define 
Lb 0 bs L’ by deleting the induced “trivial” tangles of type (b,, . . . , bk) from each and 
identifying along the common boundaries of the remainders by the (orientation-reversing) 
restriction of the homeomorphism r: I x I x (I x P-l) 3 given by r(x, y, x, w) = 
(x, y, - z, w). If n = 1 this tangle-sum ay not yield a true m-component link because the 
‘7th component knot” of the result might be disconnected as is seen in Fig. 2 for m = 1, 
L = L’, b = (x,x; ‘). Even if n > 1, this tangle-sum may have components homeomorphic 
to the connected sum of copies of S’ x S”-‘. 
However, if b’ separates L’ into pure tangles (pure braids if n = 1) then the tangle sum 
will be a true m-component link. Specifically, if n = 1 a labelled oriented tangle is called 
a pure tangle if each connected component of the strands labelled i is homeomorphic to the 
n-disk. A “link” is called a true link if the union of the spheres labelled i is connected. In what 
follows, we shall require situations where L’ is not a true link but whose components are 
parallel copies of the components of a true link. As long as L is a true link and b’ separates L’ 
into two pure tangles, the sum will be a true link. 
Moreover, if the above links have Seifert surface system which are “compatible” then we 
ought to be able to “add” these as well. Here the situation is slightly more complicated. If 
L has a system “Y, we may and shall assume that A has been isotoped, relative to L, so it 
meets Y transversely in one of a fixed set of standard schemes as shown by example in Fig. 
3. This is possible because A may be isotoped to look like Fig. 4a and hence the intersections 
with V may be assumed to be as in Fig. 4b, for example. The set of possible intersection 
schemes is larger than the set of possible ((b,, . . . , b,J, (wl,. . . , w,)) where the latter is the 
pattern. For example, the schemes in Fig. 5 are different although both have 
b = bl = xlx;‘x2xz -’ and pattern (x 1, arbitrary) with respect o the meridian pr. 
L=L’= 
1 
0 - -- _ 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
K 
il 
Fig. 4 
Scheme 1 
Fig. 5. 
Scheme 2 
Instead, we need the extra data of the words yl,. . . , yk in the alphabet {xi,. . . , xm} 
obtained by traversing 8Ai i = 1,. . , k, in a counter-clockwise fashion, and reading 
xii upon encountering f Vi. In fact, precisely what we need is the factorization of yi as 
n5iri5i-l where the letters of Ti correspond only to those components of V n A which have 
boundary on 8(.!?(L)). Therefore, given any m-tuple of words (pi ri &y’) we shall say that 
(L, V” b) has scheme S = (<irit;i) if the words yi are identical to the words Sirit;’ such that 
the letters ri correspond precisely to those components of V A A which have boundary on 
aE(L). A scheme is called reduced if each <i is empty. S determines P, or more specifically, 
S determines wi up to conjugacy for those i which have strands intersecting A. 
Therefore, b, induces a tangle decomposition of (L, V), one of which is a standard trivial 
disk link of type b, with standard trivial Seifert surface system of some scheme S. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The tangle sum (L, Y) @ (L’, Y’) of two links of basings b, b’ of the same 
bb’ 
type and scheme S may be added to yield (L @ L’, V @ V’). Here L is a true link but L’ may 
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have disconnected components. If b’ separates L’ into two pure tangles then the sum is a true 
link of as many components as L. 
Proof: Since the boundaries of (L, V) and (L, V’), after deleting the standard trivial 
tangle of type S, are standard of type S, the result is clear. The orientation-reversing nature 
of the gluing map r ensures that the orientations extend. El 
52. THE GEOMETRIC ACTIONS OF BOUNDARY LINKS ON LINKS OF PATTERN P 
Now, suppose (L, V) is an m-component homology boundary link of pattern P and 
b = (b,, . . . , bk) is a generalized basing of (L, V). We describe how to “twist” (L, V) by 
a k-component boundary link (B, w), resulting in a new m-component homology boundary 
link of pattern P but whose Seifert form has been altered. Here we explain the action and- 
give examples. In the next section we describe the effect on the Seifert form. 
First, given b = (b,, . . , bk) we describe how to alter the k-component boundary link 
(B, w) to get a boundary link of more components with a natural basing of type 
(b,, . . , bk). This is done merely by forming parallel copies of the components of YJV dic- 
tated by the bi. Specifically if bl = XT,! . . xf; where Ei E ( +_ l} then form n parallel copies of 
WI, so that the jth copy is oriented “oppositely” to WI if Ej = - 1. Proceeding around 
a positively oriented unbased meridian of K 1 = 8 WI, one encounters these copies in 
succession. Label the jth copy with the number ij as it appears in bl. Similarly, do the same 
for(W,,. . , Wk}. Let WL be the union of all copies appearing with the label i. Thus we have 
formed a new boundary link (B’, %‘“‘) where we shall say YV’ = (b,, . . , bk)#(YY). This 
boundary link has many components as were involved in A n L. Note that B’ is very likely 
not a true link since for any fixed i, more than one of its components may have the label i. 
Also note that since (B, YY) has a basing b’ of type (x,, . . , xk) this basing becomes 
a generalized basing b’ of type (b,, . . , bk) for (B’, YY’), by construction. Therefore we may 
form Lb Obf B’ (remember that identical basings is sufficient to enable tangle addition of 
links, whereas tangle sum of Seifert surfaces requires identical schemes). Since b’ separates B’ 
into two pure tangles, Lb Oh. B’ is indeed a true link with m connected components. The 
result may be denoted (b, b’, B)#(L). The definition of this action is independent of the 
pattern P of L. Indeed, L need not have been an homology boundary link. In the next 
section, we see how to endow B’ with a Seifert system with scheme S and calculate the effect 
on 8. For now we consider examples of this action. 
Example 1: Connected Sum: If b = (xl,. . . , x,) then YV = $V and (b, 6’ B)#(L) is 
merely the usual connected-sum L # B. 
K, 
(b.b’.K)“(L) 
Fig. 6. 
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Example 2: Tying a local knot in L: If b = (b,) then B is a knot K and (b, b’, K)#(L) is 
obtained by “seizing some strands” of L according to bl and tying the whole thing in the 
knot K as shown in Fig. 6 for a link in S3 and bl = x,x; ‘.x2. 
$3. EFFECT OF ACTION ON THE SEIFERT FORM 
Suppose (L, Y, b) is an m-component homology boundary link with pattern P and 
generalized basing b = (b,, . . . , bk) inducing a scheme S. Suppose that (B, $V) is a bound- 
ary link of k-components. In the previous section we described how to use parallel copies of 
%‘” to form (B’, ?JV, b’) where b’ is of the same type as b. This allowed us to form the tangle 
sum. Now we endow B’ with a new system ?V’ of Seifert surfaces with scheme S so that the 
tangle sum can be performed on the surfaces as well. This will endow the tangle sum with 
a surface system of pattern P. Consider A1 as in Fig. 1 induced by b. The word y1 obtained 
by traversing 8A, counter-clockwise is necessarily a product of conjugates 
y1 = nTZl tjwi,” 5,~’ where P = (wl,. . . , w,) and bl = x,’ ‘xL’ ‘. . . xl’ ’ as shown by 
example in Fig. 7a (see Fig. 4 and surrounding discussion). The corresponding (trivial) 
scheme for the boundary link is shown in 7b. Now merely form parallel copies of vj, 
changing orientations and relabeling to achieve the identical y1 as in 7a. This is shown in 7c. 
Note that since B’ is a boundary link, 3K, is connected so these relabellings will not be 
inconsistent. The (reduced) scheme of 7c is not quite the same as the (perhaps unreduced) 
scheme of 7a so we must join the oppositely oriented copies of Seifert surfaces that 
correspond to the cojugating elements in the word y1 = ny= 1 rjW,i ’ (I: ‘. Note that this is 
done by attaching an “annulus” Sz4- ’ x [ - 1, l] from dV<, to a( - Vr,). Note that this last 
process does not change H, so does not alter the Seifert form. Doing similar modifications 
for Ai, 1 < i s k, completes the description of (B’,w”, b’). 
DeJinition 3.1. Given b, the result of acting on (L, Y) by (B, W’, b’) is the tangle sum 
(Lb @ b, B’, Yf @ W”) which is an m-component homology boundary link of pattern P. 
To calculate the effect of this action on the cobordism class of the Seifert form, first we 
will investigate the additivity of the Seifert form under tangle sum of links in S2q+‘. We find 
that this additive if q # 1 but, surprisingly, that additivity fails in general for q = 1. 
Fortunately, since B’ is a boundary link the additivity will hold for L @ B’. 
(b) 
Fig. 7. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose (L, “Y-, b), (L’, Y’, b’) are links in Szyfl with generalized basings of 
identical type and scheme S. Suppose L is a true link of m components, image b’ intersects every 
component of L’, the non-trivial tangle associated to b’ is pure and suppose that 
Ijl, . . . ,jnljI < . . . <j,,} is the subset of{l,2,. . . , m} such that Vj, intersects A. Then 
(L @ L’, ,Y @ Y’) is a true m-component link and t3(Y @ 9”) equals O(v) @ i,0( Y’) where i,: 
G(n, ( - l)q) + G(m,( - 1)q) is the natural map induced by the inclusion 
{jI, , j,,} + 11, . . . , m). If q = 1, it must also be assumed that 
HO(YL n w”T = YL. n YJ’“+,) + HO(^Jrt) @ H,(YL,) is a monomorphism where these symbols 
are explained below. 
Proof: The basing b decomposes (L, Y) into two tangles, one of which is the standard 
trivial tangle of type b with surfaces of scheme S. Let YT be the intersection of Y with this 
tangle and YL be the intersection of %’ with the other tangle. Note that YT n 9’1 is a union 
of (2q - 1)-dimensional disks and spheres. It follows, if q # 1 that 
H,(Y)? H,(Y,) 0 Hq(%flT)~ Hq(vL) since the components of Y-T are contractible. If q = 1, 
the observation that HO(‘Y/T n Yt,) -+ H,(Y,) is injective yields the same result. Moreover, 
since the ambient space of a tangle is B2qf1, all linking numbers between elements of 
H,(Q may be computed “inside” that tangle and agree with the linking numbers com- 
puted in Szq+‘. Therefore, it makes sense to speak of tI(“&) and clearly 0(Y,) = Q(f). 
Similarly 0(Y) = /3(9/L,). 
By the same token, the surface system ^ y_ @ Y’ decomposes as YL u ^yL, along a union 
of (2q - 1)-dimensional disks and spheres. Therefore, if q # 1, H,(Y @ %“) E 
H,(Y)@ Hq(YL). Again, since each tangle is a ball, no elements of Hq(“fL.) will link any 
element of H,(Yt,). Hence fI(Y @ Y’)z G(Y) @ i,g(Y’) as claimed. 
If q = 1, then when two tangles are joined, the surfaces are joined by either boundary 
connected-sum or by identifying two circle boundary components. These circle boundary 
components are ones which arise when a component of Y+ is a disk as in Fig. 8. In 
particular these circles are null-homologous in Y and in Y’. If the two surfaces being joined 
by h or by identifying such circles are disjoint, then these operations do not affect 
H,(modulo the subgroup generated by the longitudes). Of course, int VL and int Vt are 
disjoint (lying in disjoint tangles) but once one connection is made, there can be problems. 
The final hypothesis of 3.2 ensures that there are no problems as can be seen by examining 
a Mayier-Vietoris sequence for ($rL u %FL., YL, YL,). 0 
COROLLARY 3.3 With respect to the notation of 3.1 and preceding discussion, @(Lb 0 bs B’, 
Y 0 9ff’)) = e(L) 0 i,g(w”). 
A I IO.11 
Fig. 
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Proof: Recall B was a k-component link with a trivial basing. Since B’ is formed from 
parallels, h’ intersects every component of B’. If q = 1, since each surface of-w“ had a single 
boundary component, H,(%‘$ n %‘+‘) -+ H,(%<!) is a monomorphism. 
Now we need to calculate d(%/“). Since this depends only on $Y” (not da.“) we see that 
8(YV’) = O(yl,. . . ,yk)#(W)) where (rl,. . , yk)#(W) is the surface system obtained by 
forming parallel copies of { W1, . . . , W,}, re-orienting and relabelling to achieve the word 
yi when traversing dAi. Here A is a basing of type (x,, . . , xk) for B. Said another way, if we 
look at -IIT” in Szq+’ instead of E(B’), we see that is is indistinguishable from 
kil,. . . , yk)#(-W) (except for the extra “annuli” added to alter Fig. 7c, which we already 
remarked had no effect on 0). Therefore the problem reduces to studying the effect of 
(1/l, . ’ , yk)# on the Seifert form of a boundary link. This effect, although easily described in 
terms of Seifert matrices, is normally quite radical. In this section we show that it depends 
only on the classes of yi in the free group F (x,, . . . , xk) and that it satisfies certain 
“functorial” properties. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Supposef: F(xl, . . . , xk) is a homomorphism such that f (xi) is repres- 
ented by the word wi, 1 < i I k. Thenfinduces a homomorphismf,: G(k, e) + G(m, E) which is 
geometrically dejined by choosing a simple boundary link with surface system V- representing 
rEG(k. E) then letting J,(M) = O((wl,. . . , &)#(v)). In addition (id), = id and 
(g ,.f)* = g* “f*; 
Remark. Since G(m,( - l)q) has essentially been identified with S. Cappell and J. 
Shaneson’s L-theoretic group rZq + Z (ZF 4, Z), 3.4 reflects the functoriality of the r-groups. 
In section 5 we shall discuss these connections. 
Proqf: Although the matrix representingf,(a) may be described in algebraic terms, it is 
more intuitive to use Seifert surfaces. Suppose (L, { V,, . . , vk}) is a simple boundary link in 
Szq+’ with 0(Y’“) = s( [3; Thm. 3.41. We form (wl,. , wk)#(7’) as described earlier. 
Specifically, if w1 = x:: = XT;, consider n parallel copies of V1, the jth of which is oriented 
oppositely to V, if Ej = - 1. Proceeding around a positively-oriented meridian to a VI, one 
encounters these copies in succession and assigns the label ij to the jth copy. Do the same 
for Vz though vk to complete the definition of (w,, . . , wk)#(Y). Finally, set f,(a) equal to 
Q(w,, . . 1 w# (I“)). q 
We need to show f, (2) is independent of the representatives Wi and of ( VI, . . . , V,). For 
simplicity let (w,, . . . , &)#(y’^) be abbreviated ~“(9.). First, suppose (J, (WI,. . , W,}) is 
another such representative of LX We may form a connected sum of L with the concordance 
inverse of J in such a way that L# - J is a simple boundary link admitting the system 
^I”b - “II/‘, and 0 of this system is x - c( = 0 by 3.3. But it is easy to see that 
w#(Yh - ~5’) = w#(Y ‘)bw#( - ?Y), so that the block sum of 0(w#(^I ‘))and - e(w#(%“)) 
is represented by Q(w#(Vb - 9V)). It suffices to show the latter is zero. Since 
@V-b - Y++) = 0, there is a choice of basis of H, of each component of I”Q - YY with 
respect to which the Seifert matrix is composed of blocks Nij each of the form 
0 cij 
( 1 Dij Eij 
as described in [3; p. 6681. Thus, with respect to the “same bases”, the (i,j) block of the 
Seifert matrix for w”(V^b - w) will consist of sub-blocks each of which is some _t N,.,. 
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But such a block is congruent to one of the form 
0 A 
C > B C 
by merely re-ordering basic elements. Thus B(w#(,f ‘Q - a’)) = 0. so ~(HI’( f ‘)I = 
O(n,’ ($6”)) as desired. 
NOW suppose tt’i and Zi arc words which are equal in the free group. It suffices to 
consider the case that zi is obtained from n’i by inserting xi .x,7 1 somewhere in M’,. Suppose 
(L, F-J and f“’ = \v* (V) are as above in the definition d/i. Let Y _” = z’( $ -). so I .” is I .’ 
together with two more copies of r,; (oppositely oriented) which form part of Y ‘;'. Consider 
the product (S2”” x [0, 11, L x [O. I]. $ .’ x [O, 11). This is the product concordance from 
L to - L together with the product “cobordism” from ‘I -’ to - Y “. Now in S’4t ’ x (01 
insert the extra manifolds, I,;H - I,;, to form Y _" and in S”+’ x [0, I] insert the product 
6 x [O, l] in such a way that Z( 1; x [0, 11) = ~‘ill - C’i. Th en the resulting collection is 
what we might call a boundary cobordism from (L. F“‘) to ( - L. - $“‘)_ In particular, we 
may look at the union of $ ‘I with - F“ together with ?Y ” x [0, l] as a collection $6 of 
closed &manifolds. The argument of [3; Lemma 3.3 and page 6711 applies to show 
0(##.) = 0 = 8( - ‘/ .‘) 0 0( I “‘). Therefore, H(V) = O(Y “‘) showing that f;(a) is only dc- 
pendent on the class of M’, in the free group. 
The “functorial” properties of,/* arc straightforward to verify. L 
We can now evaluate the effect of our actions on H 
Prtu$ The result of the action is (I_b @ b, B’, Y @ A “‘) as defined previously so, by 3.3. 
H is ti(“C) @ H( H “‘). But O( 9”“) = U((IV,, _ , 1~~)~ ( # ‘)I as remarked below 3.3. Then 
apply 3.4 El 
THEOWM 3.6. Given urry scheme S = (ql w,q; I, . . . . qrnw,,,~~~ ’ ) indnrirty the parrern 
P und nn_v YE G(m.( - 1)q) (strhjcct to the usual sigmturr restrictions $ y = I), there is on 
m-compowrlt ribburl link (R. Y -) and an fordinarJ:) basing h such thut (R, Y . h) has scheme 
S(und pattern P) and 0(R. V ‘) = 0. By uctiny on (R, 3 -) appropriatel_v by a houndrrr~ lirtk with 
SeiJtrt~lwm I, we c&ruins a homolog_v boundary link (L, Y .‘, 1~‘) with scheme S. porrrrtr P and 
O(L, $ “) = x. 
Pro?6 According to [S; Thm. 2.31, every pattern P is the pattern of a ribbon homology 
boundary link in S14+ ‘. More precisely, for every m-tuple of words (rliM..i)j; ’ ) representing 
a pattern P, there is a ribbon homology boundary link R, a map (I*: 
n,(ER) + f’{.\-,, . . ,x,> and a basing b = (u,, . , , , u,) such that g*( [Ui] ) = (t/i\ViI/; ’ 1, 
But then there exists a map 8: ER + ‘$“= 1 S’ inducing g* such that pulling back points 
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under g yields (via the Thorn-Pontryagin construction) 3’ = (Vi) a system of Seifert surfaces 
(perhaps disconnected) for R such that, with respect to b, (R, Y:^) has scheme 
(5ii-i4;‘,. . ,LrmL1 ) where <iris’;’ = yiwi9;’ in the free group F. We shall now alter 
V” by moves called elementary reductions and enlargements, until (R, Y’, b) has scheme S. 
To explain these moves, consider Figs. 9-12. A general scheme (Ai, Ai n 9 “) is shown in Fig. 
9a which can be encoded by the unreduced word tiri<;‘. The first elementary reduction 
(Fig. 9b) fuses adjacent copies Vi and - 4 allowing for a potential cancellation of any 
occurrence of xjxJF ’ or xi ’ .~j in ri. The first elementary expansion involves adding a small 
Sz4+’ x [0, l] as a new component of I’j as shown in Fig. 10. This allows for the insertion of 
xjxJ~ ’ or _ui ’ xj in ri. The second elementary reduction and its inverse are shown in Fig. 11. 
Using this move we may alter -tr to assume li = q, and ri = LC’~ aselements of the free group. 
Using the first moves, we can assume ri = Wi as words. Finally, the third elementary 
reduction (respectively expansion) is shown in Fig. 12a (12b). Using this move we can 
assume Y has precisely the given pattern S. These moves do not change the Seifert form of 
$“ except for the second elementary reduction, which changes I’j by an ambient l-handle 
addition and thus do change the cobordism class of the Seifert form. The resulting (R, V, b) 
may not be satisfactory since Vj may not be connected. We must alter V’ further to remedy 
this. However before proceeding note that the Thorn-Pontryagin construction applied to 
(R, P‘) yields a map g’ homotopic to y. If A and B are two components of I’j, choose a path 
6 in E(L) from the positive side of A to the negative side of B, which meets Y. transversely 
and misses the basing disk h. 
Let * denote the wedge point of Vy= 1 S1 and let y denote the mid-point of thejth circle 
so (g’) l(y) = V’ The image of 6 under g’ represents an element of rci(‘$‘= I S ‘, y). Since 
g; is surjective, the path 6 can be altered so that its image under g’ represents zero in rrl. 
Thus 6 hits I‘ in a pattern such that the corresponding word may be reduced to the empty 
word by deleting occurences of .Xi.X; ’ or xi- ’ xi. Hence by tubing of q along 6, say, we may 
alter K so that it misses 6 until 6 is a path in complement of % connecting A to B. Then 
A may be joined to B by tubing. The resulting (R, Y ‘, h) is the desired ribbon link with 
(a) 
Fig. 9. 
@I 
Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 11. 
(a) 
Fig. 12. 
(b) 
scheme S. Moreover, if g” represents the associated Thorn-Pontryagin map, then 
gi = g; = g* by the same argument as that of [3; 2.21. 
Since lrliwill; l) 1 I i 2 m} normally generates the free group, there are disjointly 
embedded loops yI, . . , ym in E(R) sharing the common basepoint *, disjoint from b (each 
of which travels to a component Ri, traverses a meridian, returns along nearly the same 
path and sets off again, etc.) such that g,([yi]) = Xi. These loops yi induce a generalized 
basing b where yi = iiAi. Choose a boundary link (B, w, b’) with 0(%‘“) = CI (and trivial 
basing h’). Act on (R, -Y-, b’) by (B, YY, b’). The result, by 3.1, is an m-component homology 
boundary link of scheme S with Seifert form equivalent to B((R, -Y)) @J id,(u) = 
t)(R, V”) 0 SI by 3.5. 
We must now see that 0(R, 9-) = 0. Recall the system of Seifert surfaces induces, by the 
Pontryagin construction, a map ,g: E(R) + Vy=, S1 such that the inverse image of (1) on 
the ith circle is V,. Now, the proof of Theorem 2.3 [S] shows (see the proof of Theorem 3.1 of 
[13] for a more complete argument) that R may be chosen to possess slice disks 
(D,, . . , D,,,) = 2 in Bzqt2 such that x1 (E(R)) 2 nl(E(9)) is an epimorphism 
(isomorphism if (I # 1). Extend y over the boundaries of the tubular neighbourhoods of the 
Di in the obvious way. Since H,(n,(E(9))) = 0, a theorem of Stallings [14] ensures that 
j, induces an isomorphism modulo the intersection of the finite terms of the lower-central 
series. Since free groups are o-nilpotent, g extends to 4: E(9) -+ VT= 1 S’. After modifying 
4 by an isotopy rel g, let Wi be the inverse image of { 1) on the ith circle. Then i3 W, is 
6 together with various copies of D2q glued along the components of ZK. This collection 
(Wi) shows that O(V) = 0 as in [3; Lemma 3.3 and page 241. q 
Recall that we have failed to establish additivity of Seifert form under tangle sum when 
q = 1. The following shows that this will hold for ordinary connected sum of classical links if 
those links are obtained from acting on ribbon links by boundary links and the connected 
sum avoids the boundary link tangles. This establishes details of certain claims of additivity 
in Chapter 3, section B of [6]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose (L, ^I’) is an homology boundary link with scheme S in S3 which is 
obtained from the boundary link (B,, WO) acting on the ribbon link (R,, V,,, b,). Similarly 
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suppose (L’, V’) is another such obtained from (B,, WI) acting on the ribbon link (RI, VI, b,). 
Finally suppose that b = (x1,. . . , x,) is a (normal) basing of (L, V) and b’ of (L’, V’) (with 
respect to which L @ L’ is the ordinary connected sum of links) each of which is disjoint from 
their respective boundary link tangle summand. Then t?(L @ L’) = g(L, V) @ g(L’, V’). 
Proof: Since b and b’ lie entirely within the “ribbon link tangle” summands of L and L’, 
respectively, (L @ L’, V 0 V’) is merely the result of acting on (R,, VO, b) @ (R,, VI, b’) 
first by (B,, @‘o) and then by (Br, *“r) (or vice-versa). By 3.5, 
B(L, “Y) = B(R,,, V,,) of,(B(B,, WO)) and 8(L’, V”‘) = 8(R1, VI) of;(g(B,, WI)) where 
f, is defined by the way aAic b0 intersects V,, and f$ by the way aAic bl intersects VI. 
Similarly 8(L @ L’) is, using our first remark, g(R, @ R,) @f,(g(B,, Y&)) Of;(g(B,, WI)). 
Since B(Ro, “VO) = &RI, VI) = 0 by the proof of 3.6, we need only show that 
g((R,, V,, b) @ (RI, VI, b’)) is zero, Since b and b’ are ordinary basings we may use the 
well-known fact that the connected sum of two ribbon links is a ribbon link. By 1.1, R0 @ R, 
is an homology boundary link with surface system ^ YO @ VI. Then the proof of 3.6 shows 
that g(R, 0 R,) = 0. Hence 0(L @ L’) = B(L) @ B(L’) as desired. Cl 
Example 3.8. We will show how to construct a two-component homology boundary 
link in S 2q+ ’ with arbitrary Seifert form c1 and with pattern (x, yw), where w is an element of 
the subgroup of F(x, y) generated by {x,x-‘, yxy-‘, yx-‘y-‘} (and also lies in the 
commutator subgroup). First we construct a ribbon homology boundary link with the 
correct pattern. This link will be a fusion of a three component trivial link [9, lo] and in fact 
what has been called a strong fusion of a two-component trivial link by U. Kaiser [15]. As 
an aside, we note the fascinating fact that Theorem 3.15 of [15] proves that the patterns 
(x, wy) of type above are the only ones possible for a strong fusion of a two-component 
boundarylink.Expresswasawordin(x,x-’,yxy-’,yx-’y-‘}sow=w,,...,w,.Form 
a trivial link of n components in S 2qf ’ by nesting as in Figure 13a. 
The “first” component is innermost, etc. Orient the ith component counter-clockwise if 
wi = x or yxy-‘, otherwise clockwise. Join all components corresponding to wi = yx * ’ y- ’ 
to the left as in Fig. 13b, respecting orientation, and join all components corresponding to 
wi = x * ’ to the right as shown in Fig. 13b. The result is a trivial link of two components 
{Jr, J2 >. Form a ribbon knot K, by “fusing” Jr to J2 using a single “band” b (tube if q > 1) 
that originates at *r, dives down through all the nested circles and terminates at *2 as 
shown in Fig. 14. Lastly add a trivial component K 2 as shown in Fig. 14. 
Then there is a system of Seifert surfaces V = (V,, V,,) for the homology boundary link 
R = {K,, K2} such that pr spells the word x while n2 spells yw. The Seifert surface V, for 
K1 is a union of “disks with holes” and tubes as shown in Fig. 15. The tubes are nested and 
run along b, each terminating as a longitude of K 2. V, is a union of “cocoons with holes” 
and tubes as shown in Fig. 16. The tubes are nested (with each other and with the tubes of 
(4 (b) 
Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 15. 
Fig. 16. 
V,) and run along b, terminating in longitudes of K2. Thus R is the desired ribbon link with 
surface system. 
Now, as in the proof of 3.6, we must find paths {ri, y2} which spell {x, y }. These are 
shown in Fig. 17. Now, for example, suppose CI were the Seifert form for the split link 
{Ji, J2}. Then the desired homology boundary link with pattern (x, wy) and form equiva- 
lent to c( would be as shown in Fig. 18. 
We remark in passing that the links in [6; A. The Simplest Examples] are of this general 
type with w = [x, y- I]“‘, y1 = [x, y - ’ 1, yz = the empty word and a the form of a knot J. In 
addition the examples in Section B, Figure 3.12 of that paper are of the same family with 
yi = y-l[y-l,x]m-l, yz being the empty word and c( being the form of a knot J. 
TOP33:3-B 
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Fig. 17. 
Fig. 18. 
$4. BLANCHFIELD FORMS OF SIMPLE HOMOLOGY BOUNDARY LINKS 
We follow the development of [ 163 where Blanchfield forms were defined for boundary 
links and mimic developments of [17; 14-15, 122-1241 [18, page 3721. Suppose L is an 
m-component homology boundary link in S24+’ equipped with a homomorphism 
f#X ‘111 E(L)) -+ F(x,, . , x,). Then (L, 4) induces a regular covering space x” of X = E(L) 
whose group of deck translations is identified with the free group. 2 is unique up to 
covering space isomorphism and the identification is unique up to a global conjugation in 
the group of deck translations. If 4 were surjective then x’ would merely be the usual 
connected covering space associated to the kernel of 4. Any such cover is covered by the 
(7C1(E(L)))I(n,(E(L))),TF(xl,. . . 3 x,) cover. If 4 is not surjective then _j? is a disjoint 
union of copies of the connected cover associated to 4: n, (E(L)) --tf image 4. Let A = Z [F] 
endowed with the involution Cniwi = C niwi- ‘, let H,(X, A) denote the right A-module 
H,(_f; Z), and M = H,(X, A). If q = 1, some modification is necessary. There seem to be 
two ways to proceed. The first is to consider the quotient module M = H,(_f)/H,(dX") 
which is the same as the quotient of H1(X, A) by the A-submodule, denoted 2, generated 
by lifts of longitudes which must lie in kernel 4 if L is an homology boundary link. Later in 
this section we shall explicity investigate this situation and see that a Blanchfield form can 
be defined on this module. The second way is to restrict to those (L, C#J) for which there exists 
a ribbon homology boundary link E,‘c/) and a degree one map relative boundary f: 
E(L) + E(R) such that cp of, = 4. If E(L) and G) are the covering spaces associated to 
4 and $, let z” be the mapping fiber of 7: z) + G) [19, p. 431. Let M denote the 
A-module H,(Z; Z) in this case. In 4.4, we shall show that these two Blanchfield forms, 
while not isomorphic, are equivalent in the relevant Witt group. 
Now we return to the general case. Let A denote the Cohn localization of A with respect 
to the augmentation E: A + Z (see [16]). Recall that A $ A is an embedding with the 
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property that any square matrix over A which is invertible when augmented, is invertible 
over A. Recent work of M. Farber and P. Vogel has identified A as the ring of “rational 
functions” in non-commuting variables [20]. We wish now to restrict ourselves to “simple” 
homology boundary links. 
Dejnition 4.1. (compare [16, $61 [3; 2.81) homology boundary link (L, Y) in S24c’ is 
simple if each Seifert surface I$ is (q - I)-connected. 
Then we define a ( - 1) q+ ‘-Hermitian “Blanchfield linking form” B: H,(X, A) -+ 
Hom,(H,(X, A), A/A) (see B’ in [16, 6241) as follows. Consider the intersection form 
C,(z) 0 zC4+ 1 (2) -+ A denoted by ., inducing I: Hq+ I (X, A/A) 0 zIJ,(X, A) + A/A given 
byZ(C@cl, y 0s) = B(x,,,(C.y1)A)a wherea,/?EA/A, CEC,+~(X),YEC,(_?). Consider 
also a,: H,+ l(X, A/A) + H,(X, A). Then set B(x, y) = 1(a;’ x, y). In case A were com- 
mutative this agrees with [6, $11 and [17; 1201 but differs slightly from [16; 6241. The pair 
(M, B) shall be referred to as the BlanchJieldform associated to (L, 4). One key point of [16] 
was to ensure that a, : H,+ 1(X, A/A) + H&X, A) be an isomorphism by showing 
Hq+ 1(X, A) zH,(X, A)zO. Suppose q > 1 and let W be a wedge of m circles. Then 
4 induces 4 : X + Wand 4 : _f + @. Since 4 is an integral homology equivalence up to and 
including dimension 2q - 1, 6 is a A-homology equivalence in the same range (see page 624 
of [16]). But ??is a l-complex so H q+l(X,A)~ZfH,(X,A)~O.Ifq= l,sincef:E(L)+E(R) 
is an isomorphism on integral homology, sis an isomorphism on A-homology and so 
n,(X, A) = 0. 
Strictly speaking, the above extension of DuVal serves to define only the Blanchfield 
form associated to the “free” cover of E(L) associated to the epimorphism 
&J:z,(E(L)) + F(xl,. . . , x,) induced by I/. An arbitrary homomorphism 
4”: 7c,(E(L)) -+ F(x,, . . . , x,) factors as. 
where $ is onto andfis injective. Suppose (M, B) is the Blanchfield form associated to 4. 
The Blanchfield form associated to 4’ is defined to be (M’, B’) where M’ = M @ ~HZF 
(Xl,. . . 3 Xk) where H = n1/(nl)w and if x,YEM,~,BEF<x,,. . >xk), 
B’(x @ a, y @ 1) = &, (B(x, ~))a. Alternatively, it is easily seen that DuVal’s work and the 
definitions above extend trivially to these “reduced free covers” and so the previous 
definition may be used and agrees with this one. The Blanchfield form (M”, fl’) associated 
to 4” is then given by 
and 
M” = M’ @ ZFIXl,. . ., %I1 
ZF[x,, , Xl] 
B”(x 0 4y 0 PI = B.*(W, Y)b 
Here the covering space associated to 4” is a union of disjoint copies of that associated to 
4’. The fact that this definition of B” agrees with the obvious generalization of DuVal (given 
by our original formula for B), is obtained in a manner precisely like the proof immediately 
preceding Theorem 1.9 of [6]. 
Another key point for DuVal was that the module on which B is defined be of type S. We 
shall presently see that this is the case, also implying that they are Z-torsion free [16; 
Proposition 4.11. 
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We shall show that the Blanchfield form is determined by the Seifert matrix for a simple 
homology boundary link (L, Y) where by the Blanchjield form of (L, V) we mean that 
associated to the map E(L) 1(: VyEI S’ by the Pontryagin construction applied to V. 
For such a simple homology boundary link let Y = E(L) - uy= 1 Wi where IJ$ is an 
open tubular neighborhood K x [ - 1, l] of vi. Let 2 be the complex obtained by identify- 
ing all those boundary components of vF which are an ith longitude, i = 1,. . . , m. Then 
Hj 
( > 
Uy= I JVj rHj(Z) ifi # 0, 1, 29 - 1. 
By Alexander Duality, 
H,(Y)rH,(P+’ - Z)zHq(Z) z Hom(H,(Z), 2) 0 Ext(H,_ 1 (Z),Z)rHom(H,(V); Z) 
if q # 1 (note if q = 2, H,_ I (Z) is torsion-free). Therefore If,(?/) z Hq( Y) are free abelian of 
the same rank. Choose a basis {dill 1 5 k I r(i)} for Hq( vi), 1 I i I m. 
Since the isomorphism above is detected by ordinary linking number in Szq+‘, we may 
choose a basis {~j”) for Hq(Y) such that lk(~ik, Oij,,) = 6ijSkn. 
Suppose now that (L, V) is an m-component simple homology boundary link in S2q+‘. 
Then there is a continuous mapf: E(L) + Vy= 1 S1 and points pi on the ith circle such that 
f-‘(pi) = Vi. Such an f induces homomorphism f, = 4 as above, If f, is onto then the 
covering space x” so induced may be constructed as in [ 17, page 143 by splitting E(L) open 
along V. Then there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
A 0 H,(Y) 5 A 0 H,(Y) 2 H,(X;A) r, A $9 H,_ l(r) 
where d(y @ rj) = yxj @ (ii+) - y @ (ij-) (olj) for aj~Hq( Vj) and i, i the two inclusions 
Vj + Y. Since L is simple, H,- i (V) = 0. By our remarks above, if q # 1 then with respect to 
the bases {rik}, {oijnj the matrix of (i+)*: H,(V) --f Hq( Y) is merely B where 0 is the Seifert 
matrix for r relative to f~ik >. Moreover, the map d: A zr(i) --f A” r(i) is given by the matrix 
A = TO + ~6’ where E = ( - l)q, r is the block diagonal matrix (x,Z,(,,; . ,x,&,,~ with 
Z,(i) the identity matrix of rank r(i). Therefore, A yields a presentation matrix for the module 
H,(X;A). Since 0 + ~8~ is unimodular, A is invertible when augmented. Therefore, by 
definition of the Cohn localization A, A is invertible in the larger ring A. In particular d and 
A are injective, establishing that H,(X, A) is of type S when q > 1. 
We may now compute the Blanchfield form, mirroring [17; 122-1231. Suppose 
Cik denotes a fixed translate of the (q + l)-chain [ - 1, I] x CLik in 2:. Note that 
8Ck, = xk @ ak’. - 1 @ cr, = d(akn), so for any WE H,(V) @ A, w = c wk,,!&, and 
a(z wk,Ckn) = dw. NOW, to compute B(z, y ) where z = ir = i (c rknhkn) and y = i(c Sj,&j,), 
set w = d-‘r or Wk,, = (A-‘. r)kn. Then one sees that z = io a(x(A-’ .T)~~C~,,). Thus 
B(z, Y) = 1(i(C(A-“r)knCknhi(~ sjrnajm)) 
= c-, ((2 SJrn 
j, m k-n 
where r and s are 
following for q > 1. 
immediately below. 
B(z, y) = FT(Z - IJA-lr mod A 
here viewed as column vectors. Summarizing, we have shown the 
The proof for q = 1, using our first definition of Blanchfield forms, is 
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THEOREM 4.2. If (L, v) is a simple homology boundary link in Sz4+‘, then with respect to 
the generators i(&) as defined above, the BlanchJeldform is represented by the square matrix 
(I - r)(rO + ( - l)qBT)-’ where 8 is the Seifert matrix with respect to mkn and r is the block 
diagonal matrix defined above, and I is the identity matrix. The module H,(X, A) is presented 
by the matrix l-6 + ( - 1)q8T. 
While the terminology is fresh in the reader’s mind, we turn to the case q = 1. We shall 
show that there is a Blanchfield pairing on the quotient module 
H, (2)/H, (~32) z HI (X, A)/P’. Since HI (Z?) is generated by lifts of longitudes, the inclu- 
sion-induced map H 1 (8X - V) 0 A -+ H,(ar?) is onto. The argument of [18; p. 3731 works 
almost word for word even though that argument concerned the Blanchfield form on the 
universal abelian covering space. One special argument is necessary to establish that the 
map i: H ,(X - V) @ A + H,(X) of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence is onto in our case. For 
this consider the map 4: X + Vy= i S’ such that ~#-‘({p~} ES~) = vi, which induces 
4 : r? + I? where W is the wedge. Therefore there is a map of chain complexes as below 
H,(z) L H,(V)@A 2 H,(Y)@A L Z 
I$ I’ 1’ 1’ 
H,( @)A H,( u (pi}) @A (do) ~Ho(W-~l{pi})@A- Z. 
Since I? is contractible, (d,)’ is injective. Since the middle vertical maps are isomorphisms, 
do is also injective implying that i above is onto. 
Hillman’s arguments result in the exact sequence 
H,(V) o A d H,(Y) 
-x + 
Hl@V Hl(dX - V) 
OA i; HI(~) ,. 
9 
where the first two terms are shown to be free A-modules of the same rank (rank 
H,(V) - rank Hl(aV) + m). Moreover, if (Clik} is a basis for Hi( V)/Hl(aV) represented by 
loops on V and ~ik the corresponding elements in HI(Y) such that lk((Nik, bij,) = 6ij Sk,,, then 
clearly, {Cbijnl > g enerates H,( Y)/H,(aX - V) since each Vi is homotopy equivalent to 
a l-complex. Furthermore this set is linearly independent because if 1 VjnBjn = 
YE Hl(aX - V) then 0 = lk(ccij, y) = nij since Hl(dX - V) is generated by longitudes and 
the K give null-homologies for the longitudes (disjoint from rxc ). Therefore the matrix of d is 
given by the same square matrix as in the case q > 1 and all of our conclusions for that case 
apply. In particular H,(2)/9 is of type S and is Z-torsion-free. In this way we recover 4.2 
for the case q = 1, at least under our first definition of the Blanchfield form. 0 
By [ 16; Prop. 4.1, 4.2, 4.31 the Blanchfield forms defined herein are ( - l)q+ l-linking 
forms (M, B) in the sense of [21]. A “Witt” group of such s-linking forms is then defined by 
DuVal [16; 983 which we shall denote by LE(A, Z) where E = ( - l)q+‘, 
A = Z[F(x,, . . . , x,)] and C is the group of square matrices which, when augmented, are 
invertible over Z. Then it is not difficult to see that 
COROLLARY 4.3. Then matrix correspondence of 4.2 induces a homomorphism 
G(m,( - l)q) !!+ L”(A, C), E = ( - l)q+‘, which sends a representative of the Seifert matrix of 
an homology boundary link (L, v) to the class of its Blanchfield linking form (when q = 2 we 
have taken an index 2” subgroup of the usual G(m, - 1) so the dejinition of L”(A, Z) would 
need to be similarly restricted in this case). 
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We can now show that the two Blanchfield forms defined in case q = 1 are “cobordant” 
(equal in G(m, - 1)) They are certainly not isomorphic, for, in the case that L were itself 
a ribbon homology boundary link in S3, our second Blanchfield form could be taken to be 
defined on the trivial module, whereas the first Blanchfield form would, in general, be 
non-trivial. 
THEOREM 4.4. In case q = 1, the Blanchjield form B, dejined on HI (r?)/HIE), is 
equivalent in G(m, - 1) to the Blanchjieldform B’, dejined on the kernel H,(g) 5 H,(z)) 
(see the beginning of this section fov terminology). 
Proof of 4.4. We are given that f: (E(L), dE(L)) + (E(R), BE(R)) is a degree 1 map of 
simple Poincart: pairs in the sense of Wall [22; $21. Let X = E(L) and Y = E(R). By Lemma 
2.2 of [22] the horizontal short exact sequence below is split exact, and sincefis a homeo- 
morphism on dX, the upper map is an isomorphism 
HI@X;A) : Hl(a Y, A) 
ir 
1 _ 1 
ir 
O-M- j H1(X;A) + H,(Y;A)-0 
It follows that the following is exact 
0 -+ ker ix + ker iy + M + cok ix + cok iy -+ 0. 
_ 
‘* But since H2(X; dX; A) ---+H2( Y, d E A) is onto, it is easily seen that ker ix --t ker iy is 
surjective. Therefore, 0 + M -+ cok ix + cok iy -+ 0 is exact, and in fact split exact. 
The later observation necessitates showing that g*, when restricted to image of 
H,(C?Y; A), is an inverse tof,., that is to say, if ~EH~(c?Y; A) then g,iy(a) = ixfpl(sr). This 
may be shown directly using the fact that g*(p) is given by the Poincark dual off* of the 
Poincartt dual of /5 Thus g* iy(cI) = (f*(iYti) h ) n TX where ( ) * denotes Poincart dual and 
TX is the fundamental class. But (iyc() A = s,(a) ([23; 28.18]), andf*6,(6) = dxf*8. By the 
same fact, (6,f*&) n TX = ix(f*& n Tax). Finally, f,(f*& n r?x) = B n,f* Tzx by [23; 
24.141, which in turn equals a since f is a homeomorphism on dX. Therefore there is an 
isomorphism 
H1(X; A)/HI(dX; A)+ M @ H,(Y; A)/H,(ar; A) 
given by (m, y) + m + g,(y). Since we have already established that H1(X; A)/H1(aX; A) 
and HI (Y, A)/H, (c? Y, A) are of type S, it follows that M is Z-torsion-free and of type L [16; 
3.li], hence of type S [16; 4.11. Consider the intersection forms Ix, ly used to define the 
Blanchfield forms. It is a small exercise to show that I,(r*, g*fl) = I,(f*%, /3) using the fact 
that f is degree 1. Thus B,(f, a, b) = B,(x, g* b). It follows that Bx(m, g*y) = 0 for all 
mEM and J?EH,(Y, A)/H,(ZY, A), and that Bx(g*y,, gy2) = By(y,,y,). Hence Bx is 
isomorphic to By (on H 1 (r; .4)/H 1 (8 r; A)) plus the Blanchfield form on M (which we have 
called B’). But BY is trivial in G(m, - 1) as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.6 (a ribbon 
S-link is scheme null-cobordant). Hence Bx E B’ in G(m, - 1). G 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose f: F(x,, . . . , xk) --) F(x,, . ,x,) is a homomorphism. 
Then there is a commutative diagram 
G(k,&) --% L-“(ZCFC~I,. . . , xk)l,C) 
1 f* Jm 1 f* 
GhE) - L-“WCF(x,, . . . , x,)l,~) 
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where the left-handf, is de$ned in 3.4 and the right-handf, is the usual homomorphism induced 
by an augmentation-preserving, involution-preserving ring homomorphism f, namely 
f* ((MY B)) = (M z& ,I&) ZF<XI? . . . , x,,,), fl) where B’(x 0 a, y 0 B) = fif,(B(x, y)b 
for x,y~M and c(, @EF(x~,. . . ,x,). 
Proof of 4.5. We know that f, is realized by taking parallel copies of Seifert surfaces for 
a boundary link of k-components and labelling them appropriately as in 3.4. Therefore we 
go from the Blanchfield form associated to the standard epimorphism 4: 
n,(E(L)) -H F(x,, . . . , xk) defining the usual free cover of the exterior of the boundary 
link, to one associated top 4: n,(E(L)) --, F(xI, . . , x,). Thereby the result is reduced to 
showing that the one definition of the Blanchfield form, namely that given by 4.3, is the same 
as the other one we gave. We leave the details to the reader. 0 
This allows us to re-state our major theorems 3.5 and 3.6 in terms of Blanchfield linking 
forms. To do so we need the algebraic fact that $(see 4.3) is onto. In our exposition this is 
postponed until just before Theorem 5.7. We beg the reader’s indulgence. 
In summary, any pattern and any linking form may be realized by acting on a (simple) 
ribbon link with a simple boundary link. The following, in particular, justifies Theorem 3.16 
of [S] which was there used for several computations. 
THEOREM 4.6. (see Theorem 3.5) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5, the result of acting 
on (L, V, b) by the boundary link (B, W) has Blanchfield linking form equivalent to the sum of 
the linking form of (L, “Y-, b) and the image under f, of the linking form of (B, W). Here we also 
assume that (L, -Y) and (B, W) are simple. 
THEOREM 4.7. (see Theorem 3.6) Given any pattern P, any q 2 1 and any 
;IEL’(Z[F(X~, . . .,x,>l,~),&=(- 11*+‘, (subject to the usual restriction ifq = 2), there is 
a simple m-component homology boundary link (L, 9’“) in Szq+’ with pattern P and Blanchfield 
[inkingform equivalent to A. This fink is obtained by acting on a ribbon link with pattern P by 
a simple boundary link with linking form I.. 
$5. SCHEME COBORDISM CLASSES OF HOMOLOGY BOUNDARY LINKS 
Dejinition 5.1. Suppose (L, Y) and (L’, V ‘) are m-component homology boundary links 
in Szq+’ which “have the same scheme” S in the sense that there exist basings b, b’ of type 
(x1,. . . 9 x,) (i.e., ordinary basings) inducing the scheme S = (w,, . . . , w,). Then we say 
that (L, V”) is scheme-cobordant to (L’, V’) if in Szq+’ x [0, l] there is a link concordance 
g:uyC1 P-rx[o, 114 sZq+’ x [0, l] from L to L’ and a set 19’” = (IV,, . . . , lV,,,} of 
connected compact, oriented (2q + 1)-dimensional manifolds embedded in the exterior of 
theconcordancesuchthat~(Z~)=~u(-V~)u(~~x[O,l])fori=l,...,mandsuch 
that the intersection of IV with a tubular neighborhood of the concordance is a product of 
its intersection with 8E(L) (or aE(L’)) by [0, 11. 
In the case that the scheme is (x1,. . . , x,) (boundary links) this agrees with [3; 52 3. This 
is clearly an equivalence relation, abbreviated L - L’. We have already sketched a proof 
that any ribbon homology boundary link with scheme S is scheme-cobordant to a trivial 
link with scheme S. It is known that any even-dimensional homology boundary link is 
scheme-cobordant to the trivial one [24, 251. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If q > 1, the addition (L, V) @ (L’, 9’“‘) of two m-component homology 
boundary links of reduced scheme S (S-links) given by the tangle sum using any basings b, b’ of 
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type (x1,. . . , x,) which induce S, is a well-defined, commutative and associative operation on 
scheme-cobordism classes of S-links. Any ribbon homology boundary link with scheme S acts as 
identity. 
Proof: Firstly, the tangle sum using a basing of type (x,, . . , x,) and reduced scheme is 
just the usual connected-sum along arcs which do not intersect V as defined in [3; 423, 
together with the boundary-connected-sum along the same arcs to join up each sheet of the 
Se&t surfaces. The proof of [3; Prop. 2.1 I] works to show that 0 is well-defined up to 
scheme-cobordism since the present situation is so clearly related. The commutativity and 
associativity are clear from the “connected-sum along arcs” definition. Any ribbon homol- 
ogy boundary link with scheme S will serve as identity. 0 
THEOREM 5.3. (compare [26, 5.2 and 6.21) Any homology boundary link (L, V) with 
scheme S is scheme-cobordant to a simple homology boundary link with scheme S. 
Proof of 5.3. The proof in [3; 2.81 generalizes to these generalized Seifert surfaces, but 
our Lemma 6.10 is needed to get the scheme-cobordism. q 
Dejnition. The set of scheme-cobordism class of homology boundary links (L, V) in 
S2gf’ with scheme S will be denoted C(m, q, S) (or sometimes merely C(q, S)). (We will 
shortly see that, if q > 1, this is an abelian group and will use the same symbol for the 
group). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The cobordism class of the Seifert form 8: C(m, q, S) -+ G(m, ( - l)g) is 
a well-defined and, if q > 1, additive function sending the identity to the identity. 
Proof We have shown additivity in 3.2. The well-definedness is proved as in ([3]; see 
just prior to Theorem 3.4). 
THEOREM 5.5. Zf 0(L, V)) = 0 then (L, V) _ 0. 
After proving 5.5 we will get immediately that C is a group. 
COROLLARY 5.6. If q > 1 and S is reduced, C(m, q, S) is a group and es is an isomorphism. 
Thus the group of scheme-cobordism classes of homology boundary links with reduced scheme 
S is isomorphic to G(m,( - l)g). 
Proof of 5.6. We showed 0 surjective in 3.6. Define the inverse of L to be an element in 
the inverse image of - 0(L). Then 8(L 0 - L) = e(L) @ - 0(L) = 0 so L @ ( - L) N 0 
by 5.5. Therefore C is a group. But 8 has been shown to be additive, injective and surjective 
so it is an isomorphism. 0 
Proof of 5.5. It suffices to assume that (L, V) is a simple m-component homology 
boundary link in S2gf’ where q > 1 and e(V) = 0. We shall first show that (L, 9’“) is 
“S-slice”, that is that the components of L bound disjoint 2q-dimensional disks 
A = {Al,. . . , A,,,} in E2g+2 and there is a collection of (2q + 1)-manifolds -w^ embedded 
disjointly in the exterior of A such that 
a& = Ku(aN$nN(A)) 
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and the intersection of 8%‘” with the boundary of a tubular neighborhood (S’ x A) of A is 
a product (V n (S’ x {p})) x A for p E aA. The desired result follows easily from this. 
Suppose 4 : E(L) -+ V?= I S l is induced by V. Let S(L) be the result of stably-framed 
surgery on the components of L. Thus 9’(L) = E(L) iJZEcLJ (uy= 1 D2¶ x S’) and we can 
extend 4 to Y(L) by 4h+ Xsl = 41pxs~ for PE i3D2”. _To show that (L, V) is “S-slice” it 
suffices to show that the triple (y(L), stable framing, 4,) is the boundary of ( Y2q+2, stable 
framing, II/,) where $,:7c1(Y)-+F(x1,. . ,x,), H,(Y) r H,(hS’x D2q+‘) and rcr(Y) is 
normally generated by the meridians of L (their images in rci (Y(L))). For then (Y, 8 Y) is 
transformed to (Bzq+ ‘, S2qf ’ b ) y attaching m 2-handles along the meridians and thus W is 
seen to be the exterior in g2q+’ of a null-concordance A = (Ai, . . . , A,,,} for L. Since 
6, extends, the reverse of the Pontryagin construction applied to Ic/ yields the necessary Wi. 
To produce Y, begin with B2q+2 and attach m 2q-handles hl,. . . , h, along the compo- 
nents of L in such a way that the resulting (2q + 2)-manifold 2 is stably-parallelizable. Then 
aZ = S(L). Note H,(Z) % H,(t$ 1 D2 x S2q). It only remains to find disjointly embedded 
2q-spheres representing a basis for H2q(Z) (which have trivial normal bundle since q # 1) 
and perform framed surgery on these, resulting in the desired Y. We also need to ensure that 
$* extends to the exterior (in Z) of these 2q-spheres and rri(aY) --, xl(Y) is a “normal 
surjection”. Consider the Seifert surface e capped off along each of its boundary (2q - l)- 
spheres by copies of the 2q-disk which are parallels of cores of the handles (h,, . , h,}. 
Then these capped-off manifolds, c may be ambiently surgered along q-spheres to yield the 
desired 2q-spheres, exactly as in the injectivity part of the proof of Theorem 3.5 of [3]. This 
necessitates q > 1. Finally note that rci of the complement in B2qf2 of a set of Seifert 
surfaces pushed-in slightly is a free group on a set of “meridians” xi to these surfaces. Since 
$J, is onto, each of these is in the normal closure of the meridians of L. In fact we may take 
$, to be what amounts to the identity map. Note that the ambient surgeries on q-spheres 
are of high codimension and irrelevant to x1. 0 
We may now summarize all of these relationships in Diagram 19. We assume q > 1. 
When q = 2, the index 2” subgroups must be used as previously discussed. Here 
C(m, q,(xl, . , x,)) can be seen to be identical to Ko’s group, C2q_ 1 (B,), of boundary 
cobordism classes of boundary links with chosen Seifert surface systems. Here T(M) is 
defined to be the result of a simple boundary link with Seifert form CI acting on a ribbon 
homology boundary link with scheme S. Both 0 and ~9~ are isomorphisms by [3, Thm. 3.53 
and by 5.6, so T is also an isomorphism. The map B is an isomorphism for q 2 3 by 
Theorem 9.1 of [16] and Theorem 2.7 of [3]. It follows that $ and B, are isomorphisms for 
q 2 3. But since, if q # 2, the domain and range of $ depend only on the parity of q, $ is an 
C(m,q,(xl,. . . ,x,)) 
C(m,q,S)-Y G(m,( - 1)‘)z L'-""'(Z[F],C) 
Diagram 19 
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isomorphism for 4 = 1. Since the index 2” subgroup of G(m + 1) used when q = 2 is merely 
the subgroup of matrices A such that the blocks Aii have signatures multiples of 16, and this 
is carried over naturally to the L-group, $ is seen to be an isomorphism in all cases with the 
understanding, when q = 2, that we restrict to the subgroup of L. It follows that B and 
B, are isomorphisms onto this subgroup for q = 2. Thus all maps are isomorphisms if q # 1. 
When q = 1, C(m, q, S) and C(m, q, (x1,. . . , x,)) are not groups but merely sets of 
equivalence classes, all maps are defined, Ic/ is a isomorphism and 8,9,, B, B, are surjective. 
Therefore we have: 
THEOREM 5.7. (compare [16; Thm. 9.11) Zfq > 1, the group C(m, q, S) of scheme-cobor- 
dism classes of m-component homology boundary links (with surface systems of reduced scheme 
S) in S2q+’ is isomorphic to L(-l”+’ (Z[F], C) (when q = 2, replace L by the appropriate 
index 2” subgroup). This isomorphism is given by the Blanchfield form ussociated to the free 
cover associated to the system of Setfert surfaces. Hence C(m, q, S) z C(m, q, (x1, . . , x,,,}) 
for all reduced schemes S. 
Let C(m, q) stand for C(m, q,{xI,. . , xm}). Let 9 stand for Z[F(x,, . . , m)] ?_, Z. 
Let r2,+2 (F) stand for the homology-surgery group of Cappell and Shaneson [27] and 
r2q+2(P) be its quotient by the image of L2q+Z(F(~1,. . . , x,)) L lY2q+2(97). Recall that 
Cappell, Shaneson and DuVal established the exact sequences below [16; p. 633-6341. 
0----+~2,+2W_) 2 Wh 4) - L2qfl(F)--O 
II 1” II 
o-r2q+2w=;) - L’-““‘(A,C)__-, L Zq+lv?-O 
Therefore, we can conclude the following using 5.6 and 5.7. The first exact sequence below 
was (essentially) obtained by DeMeo (unpublished) in [26; Thm. 7.21. There he deals with 
a group analogous to the F,-cobordism classes of Cappell and Shaneson but the equiva- 
lence to scheme-cobordism classes is not hard to deduce (see 6.10). 
THEOREM 5.8. Zf q > 2, there are exact sequences for any reduced scheme S 
0 - F,,+,(F) % C(m, 4, S) - L2q+1(P) -0 
II 1 
BS II 
0 - F,,+,(9) - L(-l)q+‘(A, C) - L2q+1W -0 
where B, is the Witt class of the Blanchjeld linking form associated to the free covering space 
dictated by the system of Seifert surfaces. Moreover & = To 4 (see 5.6) so that &(a) is 
obtained by allowing the boundary link 4(a) to act on a ribbon homology boundary link of 
scheme S. 
Proof of 5.8. Merely replace C(m, q) in the Cappell-Shaneson-DuVal sequence by 
C(m, q, S) using the isomorphism T of Diagram 19. q 
$6. CLASSIFICATION OF HOMOLOGY BOUNDARY LINKS MODULO HOMOLOGY BOUNDARY 
LINK CONCORDANCE 
In this section we investigate the question of when two homology boundary links of 
pattern P are concordant respecting that pattern. In the proof of 6.3, we shall see that this is 
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the same as asking that for some Seifert surface systems the links are scheme-cobordant, 
indicating that this is the proper analogue of boundary link cobordism of boundary links, 
and justifying the equivalent name of homology boundary link cobordism. This necessitates 
computing the effect on Seifert form of choosing diflerent Seifert surface systems. This 
mirrors the analysis of Ko in the case of boundary links, but is much more complicated. 
Definition 6.1. Two P-links (links of pattern P) L and L’, are P-cobordant, or pattern- 
cobordant or homology boundary link cobordant if there is a concordance C from L to L’ and 
an epimorphism g:z,(E(G)++F such that goi:7r1(E(L))-F and goi’:zt(E(L’)) are 
epimorphisms. 
It follows that the “pattern” of the concordance is P. Let g(m, q, P) denote the set of 
P-cobordism classes of m-component homology boundary links in Szgl’ with pattern P. 
Suppose (wi, . , w,) is in the equivalence class of the fixed pattern P. 
Definition 6.2. Aut,L F is the subgroup of automorphisms of the free group F on m letters 
which send Wi to a conjugate of wi for 1 5 i 5 m. 
THEOREM 6.3. For any jxed pattern P and any representative (w,, . . , w,) of P, there 
exists a bijection t?: .9’(m, q, P) + G(m, ( - l)“)/Aut,< F where the action is dejned as in 3.4 
(and tfq = 2 we mean the usual index 2” subgroup of G). t?(L) is defined by finding (for any 
scheme S compatible with (w,, . . . , w,)) a system of Seifert surfaces V for L which induces the 
scheme S (for some basing) and setting t?(L) = g,(V). Similarly the map given by the 
Blanchjield Form of a simple representative induces a bijection 
B:9(m,q,P)-+L’-‘)‘*I (Z[F], X))lAut,,F where the action is as in 4.5. 
A translation of 6.3 in terms of I-groups yields the following. 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose q > 2. For any fixed pattern P and any representative 
(w,, . . 2 w,) of P, there are functions 
&q+2(ZF + Z)/Aut,,F ‘* -----+g(m, 4, P)&Lz~+~(F) 
such that 71 is surjective and 4s is an injection with image C’(0). Here I= is a gamma group 
modulo the image of L2q+2. 
Most of the rest of this chapter will be devoted to proving 6.3. We should note that this 
answer surprised us. We had thought that the answer would be G/AutOF where Aut,,F are 
those automorphisms inducing the identity on homology. This is tempting to conclude 
given the work of Cappell and Shaneson and the following propositions. 
Definition 6.5. A splitting map for the m-component homology boundary link (with 
basepoint) (L, *) is an epimorphism 4 : n1 (E(L), *) -+ F, where F is free of rank m, such that, 
for some meridional map p: F -+ 7c,(E(L),*) (p(xi) IS an ith meridian), 4 0 p induces the 
identity map on abelianizations. Clearly 4 is a splitting map with respect to some p if and 
only if 4 is a splitting map with respect to each possible ,u. 
Let Aut,(F) be the group of automorphisms of F which induce the identity on 
abelianization. 
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PROPOSITION 6.6. If 4 is a splitting map for (L, *) then for any $ E Am,(F), II/ 0 4 is 
a splitting map for (L, *). If 4 and 4’ are splitting maps for (L, *) then there exists $ E Aut,(F) 
such that 4’ = $04. 
Proof of 6.6. The first claim is obvious. For the second claim, let G = n1 (E(L), *) and let 
IC be the quotient map G + G/G,. By our remark above, 4 and 4 are splitting maps with 
respect to some p. By Stallings’ theorem, 4 and 4’ induce isomorphisms 4,, &, from G/G, 
to F such that 4 = +w 0 rc, 4’ = &,, 0 rc. Setting $ = & 0 4; i we see that 4’ = Ic/ 0 4. More- 
over, upon abelianization, Ic/(xi) E $(#p(xi)) z #&, 0 4;’ 0 c$ op(xi) E cj: 0 TC 0 p(xi) E 
4’(Ja(Xi)) E Xi. 0 
Recall that a scheme S of basing type (xi,. . . ,x,) has pattern P if the circles 
(3Aili = 1,. . .,m}={yili=l,..., m}traceoutwords(w, ,..., w,)inFx...xFwhich 
has pattern P. Recall that if (w,, . . . , w,) and (w;, . . , ~6) have pattern P then 
W; = Ic/(giwi g,T ‘) for some Ic/ E Au&,(F) and some gi E F. If (L, V) is an homology boundary 
link with pattern P, and (rI, . , r,) is an m-tuple of words of F such that f (xi) = ri defines 
an element of Auto(F), then we can define a new system (L, V”), denoted j*(L, V), as 
follows. Assume ri = xf;' . . .x:2. Merely replace each vi by a disjoint union uj”=, si, K of 
parallel copies of vi, with orientation varying according to Ei, = + 1, then relabelling the 
nth copy with the letter i,. Set V,’ equal to the union of the components labelled with j. Since 
each vi was connected, Szq+ ’ - V’ is connected. Thus we can tube components of 
V,’ together to form Vi which is connected. This (L, V”) is the desired surface system. This is 
very similar to thef # L defined in $3 except that here we are not changing the link L, merely 
making the Seifert surfaces more complicated. Note, however that f# L depends on more 
than f and as such involves arbitrary choices. The following is then immediate from the 
definitions. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Suppose ri are words such that the endomorphism defined by f (xi) = ri 
lies in Auto(F). Zf (L, V) induces the splitting map do (by the Pontryagin construction), then 
1” (L, Y) induces the splitting map fo 4. 
Given 6.6 and 6.7 it is very tempting to think that 8 gives, somehow, a well-defined 
bijection from .Y(m, q, P) to G(m,( - l)q)/AutoF. It does not. To correctly analyze the 
situation, it is helpful to introduce an intermediate, more algebraic, notion. 
Given (w,, . . . , w,) which represents a pattern P, consider pairs (L, 4) where L is an 
homology boundary link and 4: nI(EL) + F is an epimorphism such that, for some 
meridians Ili,~(cci) = Wi. Given two such (Lo, $o), (L,, C#I )1 we say (L, &) - (L,, 41) if there 
is a concordance C from L, to L, and an epimorphism $ : n, (EC) --w F which restricts on 
n:,(EL,) to &, and on 7rl(EL,) to 4l (after an inner automorphism of z,(EL,) to change the 
basepoint of rri(EC)). Let %(m, q, wi) or simply %(Wi) represent the set of equivalence 
classes. This set was defined by Cappell and Shaneson in the case wi = xi and by De Meo in 
general [26]. 
Now fix a pattern P. The group Auto F acts on the disjoint union UH(wi) (taken over all 
(w,, . , w,) which are in the equivalence class of the pattern P) as follows: 
f #(CL3 @)I = CWJ-C 4)l. 
LEMMA 6.8. The forgetful map F: 
UH(m, 4, wi) 
Auto F 
-+ 9(m, q, P) is a bijection. Here the 
disjoint union is over the set of all m-tuples (wi) in the equivalence class of P. 
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Proof of6.8. First note that F is well-defined on H(Wi) since the equivalence relation 
- is stronger than P-cobordism. It is independent of the action of Auto F since the action 
changes only the splitting map, not the link. 
Since F is obviously surjective, we need only show injectivity. Suppose (L, ~)EH(w~), 
(L’, 4’) E H(w:) and suppose that L is homology boundary link concordant to L’. Thus there 
exists a concordance C from L to L’ and an epimorphism g : rrl (EC) -++ F such that $ = g 0 i 
is a splitting map for L and $’ = g 0 K 0 i’ is a splitting map for L’ (here K is an automorphism 
of rcr (EC) to change basepoints). Since (L, 4) E H(wi), there exist meridians pi E rtl (EL) such 
that 4(pi) = Wi. 
By 6.6 there exist elements f,f’ of Auto F such that f” (L, 4) = (L,f 4) = (L, $) and 
(f’)#(c, 4’) = (L, $‘). Therefore it suffices to show that (L, $) - (L, t+V) in H(f(w,)). Note 
that $(pi) z f(wi) SO indeed (L, ~) E H(f(Wi)). N ow choose meridians PU: E7c1 (EL’) such that 
Ic 0 i’(pL:) = i&i). Then I/(&) = g o K'i'(pi)= goi( $(/Li)=f(Wi) SO (L’,I//‘)E H(Wi), and 
the concordance (C, g) shows [(L, $)] = [(L’, $‘)I. 0 
Note that if [(L, 4)] EH(w~) and f~Aut,,F, f”(L, 4) is still in H(wi). For, if 
f(wi) = V]iWiq;‘, then choose [i such that ~ I = II;’ and observe that 
fi 4(5iPi<; ‘) = wi. 
LEMMA 6.9. For any m-tuple (w,, . . . , 
H(wj) i: UH(wi) is a bijection 
w,) inducing the pattern P, the inclusion map 
Aut,., Auto(F) 
Proofof6.9. First we show surjectivity. Suppose (L, 4)~ H(w:). Since (w:) is in the same 
pattern P as (Wi), Wi =f(qi w~~~~‘) for some f~Aut,,F. Choose meridians pi such that 
4(pi) = w;. Consider f#(L, 4) = (L,f 4). Choose {i such that #(ti) = 4;. Then 
fi 4(tipi 5~ ‘) =f(~/i W; q; ') = Wi. showing that (L,f ~)EH(w~). Thus i is onto. 
Now suppose (L,, &) and (L,, $l)EH(Wi) and i((L,, &)) = i((L,, 41)). It follows that 
there is a gE Aut,F such that g# [(L,, 41)] = [(L,, &,)I in H(wi). In particular this implies 
(L,, go 41) lies in H(wi)!! This places strong restrictions on g since (L,, 41) also lies in 
H(wi). Suppose pi are meridians such that 4i(pi) = Wi. Then there must be meridians 
YliPiVi-l such that g 0 ~r(~i~i~i-‘) = Wi. But this immediately implies g(Wi) is conjugate to 
Wi. Therefore, gEAut,,(F) and (L,,, &) is equal to (L1, 41) in the domain of our map i, 
concluding our proof that i is injective. 0 
LEMMA 6.10 Suppose S = (w,, . . , w,) is a scheme. The Pontryagin construction yields 
a bijection p: C(m, q, S) -+ H(m, q, Wi). Therefore, H(m, q, wi) is naturally a group ifq > 1. 
Proofof6.10. First we show p is well-defined. Suppose (L, V) and (L’, V’) are S-links 
for which the Pontryagin construction using basings b, b’ (see 5.1) yields splitting maps 
4 and @, respectively, where b and b’ induce the scheme S. If (L’, ^L^‘) is scheme-cobordant 
to (L, V) via C and IV, then we can show that (L, 4) - (L’, 4’) in H(wi) by using the 
basepoint of b and applying the Pontryagin construction to IV to yield a homomorphism 
#J : 7c1 (EC, b,) + F such that $0 i = 4 and $0 K 0 i' = 4' where K is a change of basepoint 
from b, to b’,. Thus p is well-defined. 
The map p is onto by the techniques of the proof of Theorem 3.6, which shows that given 
any link (L, V) and splitting map g such that g*(pi) = [Wi] and S = (w,, . . , w,) is any 
scheme, V can be modified, preserving g.+, until V induces S precisely. 
Now suppose p((L, V)) = p((L’, ^Y’)). Then there exists a concordance C and an 
epimorphism $ : rci (EC) ++ F such that $0 ic = do and $0 K 0 i' = 4' as usual. Letf;f’ be the 
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maps from EL, EL’ respectively, to //YE1 S’ induced by V, V’ as above where f, = 4, 
cf’), = 4’. Under an identification 8, EC = BN(L) x [0, l] = ahi x [0, 11, we can 
extendfandf’ to F: aEC -+ Vy= 1 S’ by letting F =fo p1 (pl = projection onto 1st factor) 
on aN(L) x [0, 11. This is possible becausefandf’ induce the same scheme. Notice that 
F, necessarily agrees with $, and F extends over E(C) since F, is extended by $. After 
a small perturbation, the inverse of the Pontryagin construction then produces the “Seifert 
surfaces” ZY which exhibit that (L, V) is S-cobordant to (L’, V’). Hence p is injective. 
To see that H(m, q, wi) is a group, note that clearly H depends only on the image of wi 
in F. Thus we can choose a reduced scheme S compatible with wi, and apply 5.6. 0 
COROLLARY 6.11. If S = (w,, . . , w,) then there is an action of Aut,, F on the set 
C(m, q, S) of scheme cobordism classes of S-links, with respect to which the bijection p of 6.10 is 
equivariant. 
Proof of 6.11. Given fEAut,, F simply define f # [(L, V)] to be p-‘( f #(p([L, VI))). It 
is then also clear that the geometric description off #( [L, V]) in terms of copies of the 
Seifert surfaces (see above 6.7) realizes this action and hence that the geometric description 
of the action is independent, up to scheme cobordism, of the choices involved. 0 
LEMMA 6.12. Suppose (w,, . . . , w,) represents the reduced scheme S. The isomorphism 
given by taking the Seifert form, 0s: C(m, q, S) -+ G(m,( - l)q), is equiuariant with respect to 
the actions of Aut,, F defined in 6.11 and 3.4, respectively. 
Proof of 6.12. By Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 5.6, we may assume that an arbitrary 
scheme cobordism class (L, VrJ takes the form of a boundary link (B, YB) with Seifert form 
CI acting on a ribbon homology boundary link (R, V, b) for which the loops {aA,, . . . , aA,> 
intersect V in words which reduce to {x1,. . . ,x,} in the free group. Of course 
gs(L, V=) = c(. NOW consider acting on (L, VL) byfEAut,, F such that f (xi) = ri. By 6.11, 
we may use the geometric definition off #(L, V) as described above 6.7. But changing the 
Seifert surface system of L does not change the fact that it is obtained as the boundary link 
(B, VB) acting on ribbon link because L itself is unchanged by f # However now (B, VB) is 
acting on (R, 9’ ‘, b) and the loops {aA,, . , aA,} now intersect Y”’ in words which reduce 
to (f,(xl), . ,f*b,)> = {r,, . , r,) in the free group. Thus Qs(f#(L, VL)) = 
g(R, V’) @f,(a) by 3.5. Since (R, V’) is clearly still a ribbon homology boundary link, 
8(R, V’) = 0. Hence Q,( f #(L, VL)) = f, gs(L, “Y) as desired. 17 
We have now completed the proof of 6.3. Given any pattern P and any representative 
(w,, . , w,) of P, we may combine 6.8-6.11 to show that the forgetful map from 
C(m, q, S)/Aut,, F to 9(m, q, P) is a bijection. Lemma 6.12 then completes the argument. 
Theorem 6.4 then follows formally from 6.3 and the functioriality of the r-groups and 
L-groups. 0 
COROLLARY 6.13. Two homology boundary links L, L’ are homology boundary link 
cobordant if and only if there exist Seifert surface systems such that (L, ^Y^) and (L’, V’) are 
scheme-cobordant (see 5.1). 
$7. Z-HOMOLOGY BOUNDARY LINKS IN Z/HOMOLOGY SPHERES 
Suppose S is a closed, oriented (2q + 1)-manifold which has the Zdhomology of Szq+ ’ 
(let .I = Z(,,, the integers localized at p). Suppose L = {K,, . . . , K,} is an ordered, 
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oriented, embedded collection of (2q - l)-spheres in S (whose longitudes are torsion in 
H, (E(L)) if 4 = 1). Then we call (L, 9’) a link in a Z(,,-homology sphere. If L admits a system 
Y-={V,,..., Vm} of “Seifert surfaces” where aq is homologous to the ith longitude in 
HZq_ 1 (al?(L); Z,) then we call L a Zdhomology boundary link (see [17]). We restrict to such 
L with (q - 1)-connected “Seifert surfaces” as before and continue to use the term simple. 
The Pontryagin construction associates to (L, V) a map E(L) + VFzI S’ as before and 
hence a free covering space 2. Then H,(X”; Z,,,) is an A-module (A = Z,,,[F]) and we may 
define on it a Blanchfield form, as in $4, taking values in A/A where A is the Cohn 
localization of A % Z(,,. The specific analysis using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence also holds 
to show that this Blanchfield form is determined by “Seifert matrix”. Here, to avoid 
speaking of linking numbers one can define B(cCij, clkl) to be the coefficient of & for i+aij, 
that is the matrix of i+ with respect to the dual bases (aij}, {Sij} for H,(Y; Z,,,) and 
H,(E(L) - V; Z&. Observing that i+ c( - i- CI = + C(a. aij)oiij where the latter is the 
intersection form on H,($“; Z,,,), one sees that the matrix of if is 8 and the matrix of i- is 
8 f 9 where 9 is the intersection matrix on H,(Y; Z(,,) with respect to {Mij> (we do not 
stop here to get the sign correct). Then the map d is represented by A = l-d f 9 - 0. Note 
that A is invertible when augmented since 9 is invertible. Hence the entire proof of Theorem 
4.2 goes through using the matrix (I - r)(lY + 9 - 0)-l. 
Recall that new invariants of links were introduced in [S, 61 to show that not all links are 
concordant to boundary links. The initial step of the definition of those invariants entailed 
associated to the link L = {K,, , , K,}, a covering link L” = {gl, Ezl, Kz2,. . . , Ezp, 
&I,. . , Izml,. . ) Emp) consisting of the lifts of the components of L in a p-fold cyclic 
cover of Sz4+ ’ branched over K 1 (p prime). In case L were a simple homology boundary 
link with surface system *-, L” would be a simple Zdhomology boundary link in the 
Z,,,-homology sphere Y. Then we have the Blanchfield form B = B(L, V) in 
L&(Z[F(XI,. . . , x,)], C) and the Blanchfield form i = B(L, 4) in L”(Z,,,[F’],Y) where 
F’ is free on 1 + (m - 1)p letters. One might then define a Z, scheme-cobordism relation on 
the set of Zdhomology boundary links in Z(,,- homology spheres and see that the operation 
of forming covering links of the type above carries scheme-cobordism classes to ZI scheme 
cobordism classes. Therefore one expects a functorial relationship between B and B. In fact, 
since every element of L”(ZF, C) is represented by a simple boundary link, one can 
geometrically define a transfer. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Zf 4: F(x,, . . , x,) + Z, sends x1 to 1 and Xi to 0 if i > 1, there is 
a transfer homomorphism tr : L”(ZF, C) + L”(Z,,,F’, X:‘) where F’ is ker 4. Moreover, for any 
simple homology boundary link (L, V), and covering link (z, “?“) dejined by p-fold branched 
cover (branching over K,), B(& 4.) = tr(B(L, I)). 
Proqf One way to show this is to note that the free (F) covering space 2 of X = E(L) 
associated to Y” has precisely the same underlying space as the free (F’) covering space of 
E(L) associated to “?. Therefore the module on which B(Z, ?) is defined is merely 
H,(z) @ Z(,, considered as a module over Z(,,F’ via 4: Z,,,F’ciZtp,F. The pairing itself 
therefore admits a purely algebraic definition (which we shall not give here) in terms of 
B(J% V). 
Another way is to define transfer using boundary links, then establish its independence 
of pattern. Use 4.7 and 5.6 to replace (L, VT), up to scheme-cobordism, by (L’, V’), the 
action on a ribbon homology boundary link (R, %‘“) with identical scheme, by a boundary 
link (L”, Y”) with B(L”, V’) = B(L, V). Since L is scheme-cobordant to L’, L’ will be 
Z, scheme-cobordant to ,? and hence B(i) = B(E) (neither fact have we proved herein but 
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appeal by analogy to the integral case). Moreover, we now argue that the covering link of 
(L” acting on R) is the same as the action of the covering link of L” acting on the covering 
link of R. This is done by observing that the punctured 2-disk A used to decompose L’ into 
two angles will lift to a punctured 2-disk and decompose the covering link. Upon re-doing 
our additivity theorem, one calculates that B(Z) = B(R”) @ B(z”). Since R is scheme- 
cobordant to 0, B(K) = 0. Finally B(Z”) = tr(B(L”)) by definition of the transfer on 
boundary links. Thus B(i) = tr(B(L)) as desired. 0 
Proposition 6.1 was used in [6; $31 to calculate our invariants associated to covering 
links. The invariants there were images of B(z, ?-) in LE(Zcp,F&,e,ian; C’), that is, ordinary 
Blanchfield forms associated to universal abelian covering space of E(L) (in fact to success- 
fully compute we always reduced to a Z covering space, which invariants correspond to the 
image of B(f, T”) in w*(Z,,, [t, t- ‘1; determinant = l).) 
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